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A Haiku of Wanting, by Bernandine (Dine) Watson
I
The crape myrtle tree
refuses to bloom this year
I, too, will not bloom.
Brown girl, unadorned and true
Imagine her, beautiful.
Deep and ruffled hearts
are really all that matter
when summer comes due
II
Wanting and waiting
bare limbs shiny with desire
small winds whisper close.
The world is always falling.
The story is in our scars.
Many flowers fade
before they ever open
what choice do we have?
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Where I’m from…, by Diana Rosen
is a coal town in southwest Pennsylvania
where every man begs his son to play ball, join
the Army, anything but the unforgiving misery
down the mines.
I’m from heat and humidity nourishing Siberian
irises, towering sunflowers, cushiony pussy willows
to tickle, dandelion fluff
to wish upon.
I’m from jacks, mud pies, hula hoops,
tag, hide-and-seek, fireflies
for reading the next chapter of this
summer’s big book.
I’m on the bridge between intoxicating ritual
with Grandma’s Orthodoxy upstairs, savoring
Sunday pancakes with bacon, with my parents
downstairs.
Tennessee Ernie Ford’s “Sixteen Tons” made it
a record year for our family music store where
the joy of sound, even for funerals, was sold
9 to 9 six days a week.
I’m from sorrow and laughter, (isn’t everyone?)
and lessons, like outen da light;
keep your chins up, all of them;
who said life was fair?
I’m from great loves/small flirtations; friendships
lasting/vanished; from that deep dark memory
tunnel where poem seeds are dug out
with ink, paper, time.
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Electronic, by Julie Wenglinski
How still you are.
Brilliant blooming intellects,
staring, blue, alone,
holding the world in one hand,
hearts pounding
with currents from towers,
towers of tridents,
spinning out squares of color
sparking dazzling catatonia,
as a June strawberry moon
winds through the treetops.

Invitation, by Julia Knowlton
Here scatter crow shadows,
moving across snow. Here is heat
lightning in sheets within me.
Tell me what is more sacred—blood
or wet ink? Tell and I will
press your voice into the wind.
Tell until our bodies meet in the
clearing of two minds combined,
a space where blue meets blue
& there are no words.
Then, as our light leaves, let us count
all the eyelashes & spines of books.
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Systems, by Jacob Minasian
Like feathers, sunlight
bends to its own fall,
that invisible resistance
to gravity. Gold
teeters rings
between brow and
the position of The Odyssey
in my hands’ free orbit,
my shirt lighting a darkness
in my mind with its quiet
white-hot press against
bench metal, wood, ceramic.
Brakes pressurize air
with small screams,
and collectively, motors
become the disquieting
hum of the city’s breath.
Fumes and lung.
Memory sharing the air
with all the past days similar.

Florida Classroom, by Donald Krieger
One wall is glass louvres set in cement.
When wind threatens we huddle opposite
and wait. But this day is clear;
this day the frame
with all those louvres
falls out into the grass
and from the powdered cement,
a torrent of homeless termites.
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A Whistling Girl, by Taunja Thomson
On her hands and knees
young woman leans forward
into red poppies.
Poppies are bad luck
an ill omen
especially
red ones, said one old woman.
Yet this young one
she keeps leaning
until petals brush her ribs
soles nape
until she is lost
in petal ridges and burning
black centers and stems that twist
all promising more buds
that open like mouths.
A whistling girl
and a crowing hen
always come to no good end.
She whistles and murmurs
an aria that takes to air
like the hiss of cobras.
Her braids gleam black
in sun—they wind
among the poppies
open-mouthed.
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Love Letter: The Hummingbird, by Taunja Thomson
Dear hummingbird
small iridescent sphere
quivering
coming to a point
(ed) beak:
a lily lives in your throat
in your impossible wings twin suns
pulse one rising the other slipping
below the horizon
of your belly
at the ends of wings cacti bloom above sand
in between butterflies fold
blue and silver
your tail feathers fan and pivot
and your chest gleams with alligators
hiding their gold under ladybug-laden
leaves of trumpet flowers. Atop
your scarlet outline
your keen dagger beak
points to moon
reclining in the petals of clouds.
In the thick of moon roots I murmur
a midnight orison
my haj to beauty
complete.
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Ours, by Charise Hoge
This refuge
we foraged
from vines
stemming
to conspire union
in a near grasp,
from twine
of leaving
tightening slack
in a haunted clasp,
on milkweed insistence
to cross distances
stands like a ruin
bewildering the plain

Too Much Love, By Patricia A. Nugent
Lured by color and scent
Desire within reach
Lilacs snipped at dusk
From a neighbor’s shrub
Now they punish
Refusing to grant guilty pleasure
Tender branches release tiny florets
In their wet glass prison
My greed, my need to possess
Destroyed my object of affection
Lilacs can’t be confined
Too much love is too much.
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Two Squares, by Andrew K. Clark
Eat your ice cream,
The man tells his daughter,
Who perches on the park bench
Feet tucked under, vanilla streaming
Between sticky fingers.
The creeping trolley bus
forces the cars to crawl behind,
It crackles, preaches: Savannah
Was laid out in
Four open squares,
When Oglethorpe
Crossed on the Anne.
A spring breeze flirts
With the Spanish
Moss in the trees,
And we sip coffee,
And we carry shopping bags,
And we take pictures
Of tourist couples
Who smile in front of
Confederate monuments,
And stand on Indian graves.
We giggle and sip beer in
Front of the Cotton Exchange
Where families splintered,
Where men with strong backs
Were taken from women
Who bore lost children
Inspected like cattle.
A beautiful place
To shop
To eat
To kiss
To dance
A beautiful place
Where faces float
High up in the trees
And limbs stretch
And rope burns
Dare the moss not to grow.
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I want to sit here like the lovers
Across from me who whisper and steal
Thoughts, to bask in the sunlight,
Forget the faces of the wraiths
Who swing in the ropes
Like trapeze artists.
I want to let go of these bones that stir
And forget the young man who
Died in his jail cell,
Matthew Ajibade,
Our Freddy Gray,
Blunt Force Police Trauma
Just down the street,
Just last year.
I want so badly
To believe in the beauty
Of this impossible spring day.
I want to float high above
The cathedral as it chimes
And admire the city from a distance
Her full flowers in bloom
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Silence Has Its Own Language, by Martin Willitts Jr.
There are days when I am still ten, following grandfather
out the back door into the prayer of stars.
There are several ways to know silence — fishing forever
without a bite, your heart moving with a spring steam defrosting;
or mucking the barn, rake scratching wooden floors and straw;
or cat swishing its tail before striking; or goldenrod opening.
Grandfather barely spoke all summer. No need to talk. Words
were wasted, when silent commands and nods worked well.
You can hear more if you listen intently — deer moving at dawn,
inventing silence; or the stillness of heart and hush of breath.
More importantly, all of earth and stars and silence speak.
You can hear, like a dog’s ears perking, everything unsaid.

Green and Dying, by Teri Foltz
"Time held me green and dying. Though I sang in my chains like the sea."
-Dylan Thomas
A Golden Shovel-an homage to Dylan Thomas
When I was twelve, nothing moved slower than the time
between my mother's contemplation and the breath I held,
waiting for the power of permission. To me,
her red light turned to caution yellow but rarely green.
I stretched her apron strings until they snapped and
never knew how she mourned my childhood dying,
until my son, just twelve himself, rode his bike out of sight. And though
I held my breath until his bike rested against the house again, I
never let on. I never told him how I sang
a dirge in my head for the training wheels rusting in
the garage, the tiny shoes I saved, the stuffed bear my
mother made for him when he was four. I just loosened the chains
and pondered these things in my heart like
Mary must have done when her baby boy, the
one others called Christ, took his first step on the surface of the sea.
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Every Seven Years, by Teri Foltz
According to science, none of the cells
in my body today were there 7 years ago.
I am brand new every 7 years.
So if the Science book is your Holy Bible,
It may interest you to know that
you are born again many times.
As a newborn, I curled, flesh to flesh,
against my mother’s softness
as she looked into my cells,
to see her eyes or my father’s chin.
At 7, I was all new,
rolling down the grassy hill
falling on the driveway gravel
the comfort of a bandaid for my broken cells.
Then 14 and starting high schoolwith eyeglasses and braces,
all awkward and backward
with no old cell to hold on to.
At 21 I thought I was old enough
to move my cells in with his.
But the space proved cramped
for the two of us, our cells still growing.
At 28, I lived alone,
and spread my books and music out.
Every cell housed in me
Had room to grow.
At 35, I saw my father laugh and golf
and love my mother
But in another year he died,
Every new cell of mine grieving.
At 42, I lost some weight,
admiring my reflection
as my fat cells pack to leaveonly to head back home at 49.
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At 56 when children moved their cells from home
I looked back to see if I could
pick up where I thought I once had left
my cells.
Now I am past 63.
On my 9th life
Like a worried cat.

The Tree in Me, by Zac Gilbert

Deep in me,
There stands a tree
With roots gripped tight,
A trunk steady,
Branches extended
And leaves so bright—
In dirt, endures,
Through day and night
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Magic, by Mel Goldberg
Last night I woke
in the middle of the night
thinking of my son
who is many miles away
and has not slept under my roof
for almost half a century
Perhaps there is some
father-son bond
that has also caused him
to wake and think of me
and remember telling me
that he has decided
to major in economics instead of music
or that he has found the woman
he intends to marry.
But perhaps it is merely sleep apnea
or the rumble of a truck in the night
and not the kind of magic
which I believe exists in the world.
Or perhaps it is the thought
that I am unable
to free him from the weight of life,
from the crushing business
of earning a living
that has subdued him
and made him unable to believe
in the magic of two phantoms
responding to each other
at the same moment
over time and distance
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Ill Winds, by Patricia Campion
Isaac Collin Irma
Tropical storms hurricanes
Pound down and I
Comfortable on the lanai
Gaze at the rain
Relentless drumming on the roof
Oak branches bending and
Cracking at the wind’s command
Butterflies born in these times
For their one day to live
Find only leaden sky and piercing darts
To meet their frail wings
They don’t know any better
Nor will they ever
Will they ever
Dare to come out and seek blue sky
The children who stare
From a hole in the basement wall
At the bombs raining down
Their homes in Homs
Mosul Aleppo Raqqa
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Biographies
Patricia Campion lives and works in the Tampa Bay area. Her poetry and nonfiction have been
published in The Sandhill Review, Three Line Poetry, and other magazines. She is currently
enrolled in the Creative Writing program at Saint Leo University.
Andrew K. Clark is a poet whose work has appeared in Out of Anonymity - the Journal of the
UCLA Writing Project, The Zingara Poetry Review, The Literary Nest, The Ogeechee, The
Miscellany, and The Pregnant Moon Review. He is the recipient of the Roy F. Powell Creative
Writing Award for Poetry from Georgia Southern University. He is a native of Asheville, NC
and is active on Twitter at @theandrewkclark. He is a contributor to Hilton Head Monthly
magazine.
Teri Foltz is both a poet and a playwright from Northern Kentucky. She is a retired English
teacher who is living out her dream as a writer after teaching high school students to do the
same. Her poetry has won awards and has been published in the Cincinnati area. Her plays have
been performed in San Diego, Vancouver, Chicago, Cincinnati, NYC and Louisville, KY.
Zac Gilbert is a writer and lover of art and nature. Although a native of South Georgia, he can
often be found wandering the streets of Brooklyn, NY. For more of Zac’s work, you can visit
zacdaq.com.
Mel Goldberg taught literature and writing in California, Illinois, Arizona and as a Fulbright
Exchange Teacher at Stanground College in Cambridgeshire, England. For seven years he
traveled in a small motor home throughout Canada, the United States, and Mexico. He chose to
live in Mexico. His poetry has appeared online and in-print magazines in the United States, The
United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, and Mexico.
Charise M. Hoge, MA, MSW, is a dance/movement therapist, performing artist, and writer. Her
poetry has been featured in: “Next Line, Please” of The American Scholar; “Poetic Asides” of
Writer’s Digest; Englyn Journal; and The New Verse News. Striking Light from Ashes, her
chapbook, was published by Finishing Line Press in July 2017. She also co-authored the book A
Portable Identity: A Woman’s Guide to Maintaining a Sense of Self While Moving Overseas.
Julia Caroline Knowlton is Professor of French at Agnes Scott College in Atlanta and holds
MA and PhD degrees in French Literature. She is an MFA candidate in poetry at Antioch
University in Los Angeles, where she has been granted a creative writing fellowship. The author
of the award-winning memoir Body Story (Ohio U. Press, 2004), she holds an Academy of
American Poets College Prize. Her poetry and nonfiction have recently been published in [5 x
5] and The Icarus Anthology, among other places.
Donald Krieger is a biomedical researcher living in Pittsburgh, PA. His poetry has appeared
online at TuckMagazine.com and in print in Hanging Loose (1972), Neurology (Sep 12, 2017),
Poetica (Fall, 2017), The Taj Mahal Review (December 2016), and Uppagus Magazeine (May
2017).
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Jacob Minasian received his MFA in poetry from Saint Mary’s College of California, where he
was the 2016 Academy of American Poets University and College Poetry Prize winner. His
work has appeared in poets.org, Gyroscope Review, and Causeway Lit, among others, and is
forthcoming in Linden Avenue Literary Journal, and in an anthology by World Enough
Writers. He currently lives in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Patricia A. Nugent is the author of the book They Live On: Saying Goodbye to Mom and Dad, a
compilation of poems and vignettes portraying the stages of caring for and saying goodbye to a
loved one. She's the editor of the anthology Before They Were Our Mothers: Voices of Women
Born Before Rosie Started Riveting. Her work is featured in three additional anthologies, as well
as in numerous trade and literary journals.
Diana Rosen has published poems, essays, and micro fiction online via Silver Birch Press,
friedchickenandchocolate.com, Verse Virtual, and Camroc Press Review, and in print in Rattle
and Tiferet Journal, among other online and print journals. Her work also appears in the print
anthologies Altadena Poetry Review (2017) Those Who Can … TEACH: Celebrating Teachers
Who Make a Difference; BOLD INK, Collected Voices of Women and Girls, and Kiss Me
Goodnight, Stories and Poems by Women Who Were Girls When Their Mothers Died. Samples
of Diana’s haikus are on view at miriamswell.wordpress.com. She won the Haiku Project
sponsored by Ito En, which featured her haiku on the labels of its bottles of tea. Publications in
2017 include poems in Fat Damsel 11, the Day of the Dead exhibit and book at the San Juan
Capistrano Library, and in Damfino Press, among others.
Two of Taunja Thomson’s poems have been nominated for Pushcart Awards: “Seahorse
and Moon” in 2005 and “I Walked Out in January” in 2016. She has co-authored Frame
and Mount the Sky, a chapbook of ekphrastic poetry, which was published in June of
2017. Taunja has a writer’s page at https://www.facebook.com/TaunjaThomsonWriter/. She
resides in Kentucky with her husband and six cats, where she practices gardening and
bird-watching.
Bernardine (Dine) Watson is a writer/poet who lives in Washington, DC. She's spent the
majority of her career writing about social justice issues for major nonprofits, foundations and
news organizations, but has increasingly turned her hand to poetry. Her poem "The Ballad of
Alice Hortense,” appears in the most recent issue of the Beltway Poetry Quarterly.
Julie Wenglinski moved from St. Louis to Titusville, Florida in 1964 because her father worked
for the space program. She paid her debt to society by working 30 years in IT and now resides in
Richmond, VA. She writes about struggle and humor, the meaning of things or the lack of
meaning, the arbitrary, the absurd. She has been published in Masque & Spectacle, Nonbinary
Review, Inflectionist Review, The Switchgrass Review, and Parentheses.

Martin Willitts Jr. has over 20 chapbooks, including the winner of the Turtle Island Quarterly
Editor’s Choice Award, “The Wire Fence Holding Back the World” (Flowstone Press, 2016).
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He also has published 11 full-length collections, including National Ecological Award winner,
“Searching for What You Cannot See” (Hiraeth Press, 2013), and recently “Dylan Thomas and
the Writing Shed” (FutureCycle Press, 2017).
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